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Please read this disclaimer section carefully as MPHONE cannot guarantee the accuracy 
of this document. The content of this whitepaper may not be implied as the contractual 
relationship. MPHONE disclaims all the representations or warranties that relate to 
proposed or existing products or services, suitable for a specific purpose. The content of 
this document may not be error-free or accurate, and the content of this document does 
not infringe any third-party digital property rights. If you are not sure about the content 
and context of this document, consult your financial and legal advisor(s). This document 
in no way provide professional advice and MPHONE will not accept any legal liability of 
any kind arising from or related to this document.

Potential buyers, contributors or investors should consult and seek appropriate 
independent advice from professional before entering into any transaction with 
MPHONE. This document may have obtained or contained information from the third 
party to provide future estimations, MPHONE gives no assurance to the accuracy of this 
information.

MPH tokens are not structured or sold as securities in any jurisdiction. The MPH tokens 
holders or contributors hold no rights in MPHONE business in any country. Holding of 
MPHONE tokens do not provide any ownership, dividends or control over MPHONE 
business. MPH tokens should not be acquired for investment purposes or to gain any 
profits or returns, MPH tokens functionality is designed to ensure legal compliance. 
However, MPHONE will further pursue the legal advice to offer the services and upon 
legal advise or to meet regulatory requirements MPHONE may be required to change the 
functionality of Mphone tokens. A public notice will be issued on our blog, website and 
at least two social media channels.

MPHONE aims to comply with all the regulatory law in which Mphone platform or other 
services will be available. Being a registered business and under relevant financial 
licenses, MPHONE provides no guarantees that all the required licenses or permits will 
be acquired. This may lead to changes at the core level of our proposed or existing 
services or platform.

MPHONE cannot guarantee that all of the proposed services or platform will be available 
in all the countries. MPHONE reserves the right to make a financial and strategically 
viable decision and may not offer one or more services in one or more regions.
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PHONE-M – the company, which has developed a highly secure for mobile phone, 
known as MPHONE - is holding a special event, where MPHONE development support 
will be implemented with the aid of fundraising. As for the customers, they will be able 
to buy products and services with MPH Tokens.

The actual generation of devices compromises on user security. Because the emphasis is 
overwhelmingly on user experience, at a significant costs for cybercrime and fraud.
We believe that the digital economy of the future cannot tolerate this trade-off: device 
architecture demands a paradigm shift that enables genuine security, while maintaining 
excellent user experience.

Unfortunately, modern smart devices pay more attention to user experience rather than 
user security, thus, making cybercrimes possible. Device architecture, in our opinion, 
should include both – true security and the best user  experience, just like MPHONE 
devices with the functionality of Android OS and cyber security technologies that give 
users safe access to the blockchain and allow to provide fast and secure transactions.
To support blockchain applications, such as P2P resource and many more, there is an 
open-source operating system, called MPHONE OS, which MPHONE devices will run on.
The company, with whom MPHONE will cooperate to promote the adoption of MPHONE 
architecture and Lightning OS is OEM.

MPHONE will partner with consumer electronics OEMs to promote the adoption of 
MPHONE architecture and Lightning OS. Both will be released under open source 
licenses.

MPHONE has been developing its blockchain-based operating system for about a year 
now, and it’s aimed at allowing users to access blockchain-based apps, such as 
cryptocurrency wallets. It has even built its own phone, which it plans to sell for $1,199 
in the second half of the year. 
The phone will offer features such as an embedded cold storage cryptocurrency wallet, 
which allows for the storage of cryptocurrency offline.



Smartphones’ and PCs’ security is a very important thing, especially these days, when 
mining and digital wallets are becoming increasingly popular, alongside the 
cybercrimes. A lot of apps that we download and have on our smartphones are 
dangerous for us, when it comes to privacy. 

For example, flashlight apps (and other assistant apps) that need access to your 
contacts and so jeopardize our privacy. In our days, smartphones are just as vulnerable 
to hackers and malware as PCs but are even harder to protect. There have been several 
attempts to tighten up smartphone security - like the introduction of end-to-end 
encryption on some widely-used messaging apps such as WhatsApp. But unfortunately, 
this is not enough. While an app may be secure, this does not help if you have already 
been tricked into downloading a piece of malware that sends screen captures of your 
messages or records your calls.

Also, smartphones have a huge number of capabilities, which is not always good. Firstly, 
security often lags behind and secondly, the potential attack surface is enormous, which 
makes it easier for a hacker to hack a device.  Obviously, people have tried to create 
something that could help to improve smartphone security, but they mainly focused on 
the app security and this is not effective enough.

The only way to prevent these attacks is to tighten up the whole OS itself and that means 
that a smartphone must be developed in its entirely, not only the app, because there is 
a chance that a piece of malware has already been downloaded.  Precisely for this 
reason, manufacturers of secure mobile phones have decided to develop phones, 
which are expensive to produce and not too convenient to use.

Our plan is to solve these security problems and, of course, maintain full 
uncompromised usability.



Mass-market cannot adopt cryptocurrencies because of their technical complexity. 
Despite the fact that the actual sending of digital money is not that difficult, reliable 
protection of a wallet is complicated.

But with an operating system which is designed to be inherently secure, there is nothing 
to worry about. Software can automatically provide an excellent practice handling of 
cryptocurrencies, by implementing a several commands such as keeping the keys 
hidden in the cold storage, separating frequently-used wallets from rarely-used wallets, 
giving the user advice to delegate recovery tools when their wallets are full.

Nowadays, there are many types of electronic devices such as laptops, mobile phones 
and personal computers. And, of course, there are not only benefits, but also 
disadvantages. On the one hand, each person has his own device that contains all the 
necessary resources, like computational power, data connectivity and other useful 
things.
On the other hand , the widespread technology that makes it possible to share 
resources of the needed means( Imagine a tourist or a businessman, landing in San-
Francisco, while his smartphone has almost no battery power and his roaming data plan 
doesn’t work properly. A stranger nearby might give him 20% percent of battery power 
and provide him with access to his local mobile data plan) like battery power and data 
plan does not exist, and even if it did, constant cyber-attacks and, of course, the limited 
trust between people would ruin it because such resource sharing exchange requires 
three main qualities that are essential:

 unconditional trust – two people who do not know each other completely should 
be a hundred percent sure of each other

 security – the resource sharing is implemented between ultra-secured devices that 
prevents cyber-attacks between them

 monetization support – in the future it will be possible for each resource owner to 
receive the profit for their contribution due to the trust of the blockchain 
infrastructure.



The devices, available on the market at the moment, are reduced in its functionality and 
not safe enough. Our main goal is to make one device which will have multiple 
important functions such as the possibility of making money for users (mining), secure 
storage of cryptocurrency and personal data. The progress offers such an opportunity 
but for some reason, nobody brings the future to the masses. We decided to take the 
initiative and make it, while maintaining the size of the device and usual user interface.

MPHONE device is the first device in the world that supports not only the cold storage of 
cryptocurrency but also the possibility of mining. Smartphones have standard 
functionality of a mobile device but at the same time provide access to the great 
possibilities of Blockchain technology.

MPHONE devices are forming its own safe ecosystem inside of which there is an 
opportunity to conduct transactions and not to worry about personal data leaks.
MPHONE is working on its own operating system Lightning OS with open source code. It 
is intended for Blockchain application support and overall maintenance of MPHONE 
ecosystem which is supported by MPH tokens.

Phone-M LTD company has consulted and cooperated with major chip and mobile 
phone companies, namely BITMAIN, SAMSUNG, QUALCOMM, HUAWEI and MEIZU.



It’s a good news for both crypto enthusiasts and people who are open to something 
new. While the majority of folks try to look away when someone tries to spark a 
conversation surrounding blockchain or cryptocurrency, yet the number of blockchain 
wallet users has spiked gradually, since the creation of the first virtual currency bitcoin in 
2009, and will continue to grow. The number of blockchain wallet users worldwide has 
shown a strong growth from 17.25 Million in Q3 2017 to 23.95 million in Q1 2018.

A blockchain smartphone is bound to transform the crypto industry and eventually the 
payments market. Of course, the device will make people more comfortable with an 
alternative payment channel. The growing prominence of crypto and blockchain will get 
an additional push with the hardware support that will impact the potential to disrupt 
the tech industry.

There are a few advantages to using blockchain. It’s basically a ledger that records every 
single transaction chronologically. This ledger is decentralized, meaning that there’s no 
one corporation or organization that holds all of its information. Instead, the 
information is stored across all devices. The technology has been mostly adopted in the 
cryptocurrency world — but it could easily be applied to other areas. It has also has yet 
to become a mainstream concept — though adoption by companies like Huawei could 
help change that.

A prerequisite, or so-called «entry point» for the implementation of crypto currencies, is 
the availability of cryptocurrency wallet. Recently, in 2014, the number of cryptocurrency 
wallets was about 2 million pieces, and today there are 22.4 million of them. By 2023, 
the potential size of the cryptocurrency market will be about 500 million wallets.

The number of active mobile wallet users will rise from 409m in 2015 to 1,722m in 
2023, research from Frost & Sullivan predicts, while mobile payment transaction values 
will increase from €289.02bn (US$315.39bn) in 2014 to €1,516.70bn (US$1615.1bn) in 
2020, representing a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 31.8%.

Data privacy has become a huge issue: cybercrime is estimated to cost individuals and 
companies a staggering amount. The cybersecurity market is estimated to grow from 
$137.5 bn in 2017 to over $232 bn by 2022.



MPHONE is a technological solution that 
connected cloud mining and mobile 
communications in one device. We have 
developed a smartphone with a unique 
built-in chip joint production BITMAIN and 
SAMSUNG. 

The gadget has capacious accumulator which 
provides about 48 hours of work without 
charging. The device is equipped with 
additional protection against hacker attacks, 
which guarantees safe storage of 
cryptocurrency.

Buy MPHONE tokens is a great opportunity 
to become an investor of a promising 
company with a tremendous potential in the 
field of IT-technologies. 

Today you can buy shares of our company on 
ICO at the starting price. This is the decision 
of the future, which gives results in the 
present!



MPHONE’s ecosystem, products and services give us an opportunity to implement a 
global, reliable and cyber-protected, P2P resource sharing, from one device to the 
other.

What is more, its ecosystem enables the whole community of Blockchain developers to 
create a diverse domain of secured resource sharing apps and services per a very small 
payment. 

You can easily and safely send 
payments inside the eco-system 
Mphone

High-capacity accumulator provides 
work up to 24 hours without 
recharging

Earn cryptocurrency in the background on 
the algorithm Equihash

Stay in touch anywhere in the world 
thanks to the eco-system MPHONE



Operating system: Lightning OS

Diagonal: 5,5 inches

Screen resolution: 1920*1080

RAM: 8 Gb

ROM: 128 Gb

CPU: Phone-M VS 1001

Front camera: 10 Mp

Main camera: 12 Mp

Battery: 8000 mAh

Unique Features: Portable crypto-wallet
Mining crypto currency 

Unique technology of protection 

Estimated cost: $1199



 white color

 black color

 blue color

Weight:
275g

159.8 mm
(6.30 inches)

10.00 mm
(0.49 inches)

79.00 mm
(3.09 inches)



Android™ 7.0.0

MPHONE International Charger empowered by Qualcomm® Quick Charge 2.0™
technology with four regional wall plugs (UK, US, EU, AU)

MPHONE designed Beryllium Earphones provide HD sound wide frequency response
stereo audio experience

USB 3.0 Type A-C™ data cable 1200mm

USB 3.0 Type C-C™ data cable 800mm

SIM extraction tool

Microfiber cloth

Documentation: Quick Start Guide, Warranty & Privacy Guide, and Security Services
Authentication card.



 Security Shield activated with the Security Switch
 The Secure Calls and Messaging service
 Hardware based, end-to-end encrypted VoIP calls and messages
 End-to-end encrypted email
 On-device cyber threat protection against physical, network and malware threats –

online detection and proactive protection
 On device and remote applications for handling smartphone's theft and loss

scenarios – full disk encryption, locate, lock, wipe the device, factory reset
protection, DM Verity, and Verified Boot

 Periodical security patches against the up-to-date world cyber security threats



Qualcomm® Snapdragon™ 810 Octa-
core 2GHz 64bit processor
Adreno 430 GPU
Hexagon™ V56 DSP
128 GB of internal memory storage
4GB RAM Low Power Double Data Rate 
memory (LPDDR)

Super high-resolution 24 megapixel 
main camera
ƒ/2.0 aperture
80 degrees diagonal viewing-angle
Laser Auto-Focus
Quad colour multi-tone flash
STILLS IMAGING
Up to 24 megapixel stills imaging
Optical Image Stabilization (OIS)
Burst mode
HDR imaging
Image geotagging
Touch to Focus / Automatic focus
Photo filters
ChromaFlash™
OptiZoom™
StillMore™

5.5" inch display
IPS LCD technology with PFS LED 
backlight
WQHD 2560 X 1440 pixel-resolution at 
538 pixel-per-inch (ppl)
120% sRGB colour gamut standard 
produces vivid colour space
1500:1 contrast ratio (typical)
600 cd/m2 max brightness (typical)
Fingerprint-resistant oleophobic coating
Corning® Gorilla® Glass 4

4K video recording (3840 x 2160-pixel 
resolution) at 30 fps
FHD video recording (1920 x 1080-pixel 
resolution) at 60 fps
Slow Motion – HD video recording 
(1280 x 720-pixel resolution) at 120 fps
Electrical Image Stabilization (EIS) and 
Optical Image Stabilization (OIS) 
eliminates blurring in the video due to 
motion
Continuous autofocus



The MPHONE smartphone will run on Lightning Operating System based on Android with 
ASIC-resistant ledger, which is designed to withstand the computational attacks.

This operating system is meant and ready to run on millions of mobile phones and other 
smart devices worldwide. OS provides an ultra-secure, P2P cryptocurrency transactions 
system with an easy-to-use, seamless interface. Also, there are such things as fast 
payments without fees, resource sharing, and service offering. To provide security of the 
distributed ledger transaction, our operating system offers multi-layered cyber 
protection. Thus, it makes use of innovative methods to secure the weakness in the 
digital currency transactions that is in the interface between the wallet, the blockchain 
system and the internet connection.

Based on the already known security threats of personal data, an analysis was conducted 
and revealed the main weaknesses of current models of the operating systems. Mphone 
devices are working on its own Lightning OS, which is protected by multi-layered level of 
encryption that excludes the possibility of external intrusion.
Operating system was developed on the basis of behavioral-based and machine learning 
Intrusion Prevention System(IPS), for proactive cyber protection.

Data storage includes several functions: secure data visualization, safe 
hiding(substitution) of an IP address, MAC Address Randomization. You can select 
necessary level of safety in the settings.



In Lightning OS™ devices, access to private keys is only available for the hardware wallet 
module. The Wallet Interface Service provides apps with API access to the wallet, 
enabling them to have currency transfers and smart contract calls signed. The hardware 
wallet (either running on a separate chip with its own storage, or in an enclave with 
exclusive access to the secure storage holding the private keys) asks for user 
authentication and approval, and returns the signed transaction if approved.

The system provides safe and secure data interchange between Mphone devices.

The possibility of mining in the background based on Equihash algorithm.

R&D Division will be funded separately for our ecosystem, alongside the release of 
MPHONE devices. The developments will be presented on the major digital platforms –
App Store and Play Market. As for our developments made by R&D Division, they will be 
available on iOS App Store and Google Play  Market.



Lightning Operating System, which is the base of Mphone devices, is designed to provide 
safe and secure use of blockchain apps on modern devices.

As stated earlier, it is hard for mass market to adopt blockchain technologies. To make 
this happen, cryptographic tools should possess both simplicity and reliability, because 
any vulnerability, according to the previous experience, can lead to information leakage.  
Lightning OS includes a special set of «secure mode» procedures to prevent such 
situations.

The security scheme used in LIGHTNING OS must ensure that private keys are never 
exposed, and can only be accessed by a limited set of “secure mode” procedures, that 
are included in the OS, that    authenticate the user and sign transactions or method calls 
with the keys. Keeping the secrets out of reach is the only way to ensure that it is 
impossible to steal them by using malware, by exploiting a bug in an app or even by 
cheating the user into sharing his secrets.

The blockchain operations provided natively by LIGHTNING OS can be used on any 
common blockchain technology. However, for all    common usages of payments and 
resource sharing, we find that none of the current standard blockchains is suitable for 
mainstream users.

The native blockchain used for payments and resource sharing must provide fast 
transaction confirmation, ensure extremely low transaction costs to enable 
micropayments, and have light clients capable of operating nodes on devices with entry-
level CPU and limited network connectivity. PoW design that enables a long-state 
equilibrium in which user devices do most of the validations in the network, rather than 
centralized mining pools, is also required to ensure the long-term independence of the 
network.



There are two main hardware requirements to comply with the special anti-fraud 
measures: protection of private keys from application access and user protection from 
phishing, even though these requirements may be a problem for all the manufacturers 
and designers, we will try to do our best so it does not stop the process of the 
widespread adoption of our OS.
There will be a choice of hardware designs that can satisfy these demands, allowing the 
consumer electronics company to choose a perfect design for them. We will provide a 
choice of hardware designs (and certify other designs if suggested by 3rd parties) that 
can satisfy these requirements, allowing OEMs to choose the design that can best ft their 
constraints.

Undoubtedly, the ability to dynamically trade its resources with other devices, is one of 
the best capabilities of a blockchain device. Largely because of this ability, users have the 
best experience.

There is a guarantee that partners to a shared resource cannot invade each other’s 
privacy due to a virtualization layer (made by SIRIN OS) between the operating system 
interfaces and any of the shareable resources.

In addition, the virtualized containers will provide accurate metering of the shared 
resource. The sharer meters the amount of use of the shared resource at his sole 
discretion. In any case, you must adhere to all these requirements.



We've developed a technologically advanced 
device combining the practical benefits and 
finance potential.

We provide actual solutions in the world of 
investments. Minimum of resources make 
maximum of the effect.

You may buy MPHONE tokens at ICO quickly 
and easily. Just a few steps separates you 
from promising investments.





Tokens MHP

Tokens type Utility tokens

Tokens emission 200 000 000

Tokens for sale 156 000 000

Soft Cap | Hard Cap $20 mln | $30 mln 

Token price $0.16

Additional issue Not provided

Token sale start 01 September 2018

Token sale finish 30 September 2018

Payment ETH

Min| Max payment No

Our product is designed, the production channels and the distribution line are set 
up. For its release we created the ICO. To finance MPHONE activities in the 
foreseeable future, the company plans to conduct a token sale of an initial supply of 
MHP tokens. MHP tokens will be sold at a fixed price denominated in ETH and the 
initial supply will be dependent on the quantity of MHP tokens sold.

The symbol of the MPHONE Token is MHP. During the token sale, the MHP Token is 
implemented as an ERC-20 compatible token over the public Ethereum blockchain.



Our company is aimed to take the leading place in the market, which means that our
investors will earn with us both in the short and long term.

The sale of tokens at the ICO stage is completely automatic, MPH coins arrive on your
balance immediately after purchase.

There is a maximum hidden cap, which stops collecting funds in the amount of $30
million, after that the sale of tokens ceases. It is this amount that is necessary for the
full production of the first batch of the product.

The bonus program provides discounts to investors for early participation in the ICO,
depending on the date of participation after the start of fees:

MPH tokens will not only bargain on the largest crypto-exchange sites, which will
make it possible to earn trading. But, even after the release of the product, 20% of
PHONE-M's net profit will go to buying tokens from investors and burning them.
Burning will occur until the number of tokens does not reach $100 million.

ICO is successful in collecting $ 20 million (Pre-sale allowed us to raise $ 5 million,
which indicates that our campaign will reach a minimum point of $ 20 million very
quickly). If the goal is not achieved, all funds raised during the ICO will be returned
to investors.

Up to 5 days 20 %

Up to 10 days 18 %

Up to 15 days 15 %

Up to 20 days 12 %

Up to 25 days 8 %

Up to 30 days 5 %



MHP Token will be available for usage and purchasing of Mphone existing products
and services, as well as for pre-order of future products.

MHP tokens have the following usability that includes:

 Purchasing of the Mphone smartphone, charger etc., with a discount of
10% from retail maximum price.

 Purchasing of services provided and operated by Mpone, such as
encrypted calls and messages, cyber security suite.

 Pre-order of purchase of Mphone smartphone and other future
hardware products, with a discount of 20% from retail maximum price.

 Purchasing of the Mphone smartphones
 Purchasing of apps and services provided and operated by Mphone,

such as P2P resource sharing, encrypted calls and messages, cyber
security suite

 Warranty, repair and other service packages from Mphone

 The MHP Token can be used for purchasing Mphone products,
applications and services from the moment the MHP tokens are issued
and distributed to crowdsale participants.

 Moreover, special discounts will be given to MHP Token holders who
pre-order or purchase products from Mphone using their MHP tokens.



Unsold tokens will be burned, or distributed equally between the MPH tokens 
holders on the AirDrop system.

The allocation of total MHP tokens will be as follows:

• 78% MHP tokens will be allocated to contributors during the token sale
• 20% MHP tokens will be allocated to the team
• 2% MHP tokens will be allocated to professional fees and Bounties

40%

30%

20%

8%

2%

Development

Marketing and expansion to new

markets

Operations

Legal

Security

78%

20%

2%

Contributors

Founders

Bounty



Participation in pre-sale and ICO token. In either of these options, bonus tokens are
provided for participating in the Bounty program of the project.

To participate in the Bounty program and to receive our MPH tokens for free, every
bidder must fulfill any of the following conditions:

It is necessary to fulfill all the points. Reward - 100 MHP

• Join to our official Telegram channel https://t.me/mphone
• Write a positive comment in the branch of BITTALK link to the branch
• Write a positive comment in the branch REDDIT link to the branch
• Subscribe to our official page on Twitter with a link to our Twitter and put us on

one of our tweets.

It is enough to fulfill one of their points. Reward - 100 MPH

• Write a review about our company and post a post on your page.
• Take a video about our company and Upload to YouTube, put the link on your

page in any social network. network.
• If you own a popular YouTube channel, write to the mail adv@m-phone.org

and collaborate on individual terms.
• Take the video as you buy the MPH tokens and get + 5% of the number of

tokens purchased.

The number of friends (subscribers, readers) is at least 300.
Your account must have been created more than 3 months ago.
In the description of your account profile, attach a link to www.m-phone.org
Your account and publications must be public.

mailto:adv@m-phone.org


Attach a link to our site in the signature of your messages. Reward - 100 MHP

• At least 3 messages a day
• Find Bug (error) in the project m-phone.org, write to email webmaster@m-

phone.org
• If you own a site with a large audience and are willing to cooperate on

individual terms, write to the email adv@m-phone.org

We are looking for talented web application developers for our smartphone. Send
your suggestions, with the attached questionnaire, to the email web@m-phone.org

After completing any Bounty program, to receive bonus MHP tokens, go to a special
link on our website www.m-phone.org and submit your application.

Each application will be individually verified by our specialists. If you fulfill the
conditions correctly, the MPH tokens will be credited after the ICO.

Charging tokens under the bounty program occurs in a semi-automatic mode after
the sales are completed.

mailto:webmaster@m-phone.org
mailto:web@m-phone.org
mailto:web@m-phone.org


September 2018 Starting the ICO

2nd decade of 2018 Production of mobile mining chips CMC 
(Compact Mobile Chip)

2nd decade of 2018 Development of Lightning OS and software

1st decade of 2019 Development and subsequent release of 
Mining-phone devices

1st decade of 2019 Official presentation of the MPHONE 
lineup in Hong Kong

1st decade of 2019 Creating a production line

1st decade of 2019 Development of distribution channels



We are a team of professionals, invented and create an Mphone. This is a young and
dynamic segment of the financial market, where there are not enough really
convenient services for clients. For this purpose, a service has been created, on
which professionals in the field of Internet technologies and finance work daily.

Programmers team leader. Experience in 
Blockchain more than 7 years.

NETHERLANDS

Graphic designer.
RUSSIA

Chief Specialist 
of the Promotion Department.

RUSSIA

Head Blockchain Specialist.
GERMANY



Head 3D designer.
NETHERLANDS

Guru mobile technologies.
GREAT BRITAIN

Head Office Manager.
GREAT BRITAIN

Co-founder, one of the main developers of 
the idea mobile mining.

GERMANY



Accounting and salary control.
FRANCE

Chief specialist of mobile development.
GREAT BRITAIN

Co-founder, developer of the idea 
of mobile mining.

DENMARK





Following people are forbidden to use our services: persons under the age of 18, persons
who are not allowed to participate in such activities like Mphone by the law of their
country.

Mphone is not responsible for tax payments by Mphone participants. To determine how,
when and what tax to pay according to the law is the obligation of the participant. By
participating in our event you agree on this terms.

Mphone is not responsible for the third-party payment services operation, which can be
used for depositing or moving out assets from a platform. Using our service, you assume
all risks associated with interaction with third-party payment services, possible delays or
other malfunctions.

Under no circumstances will Mphone, any department, any employee or partner of the
ecosystem be liable for any direct, indirect or unintentional, punishable, punitive, or any
loss incurred by the user during the use of the Mphone platform. By interacting with
Mphone you take all the financial risks.

Mphone will not be liable for the case of hacking attacks and any interference of
undesirable persons in the service functioning. By interacting with Mphone you take all
the risks associated with cybersecurity.



The Mphone implies certain risks. We do not recommend you to make any decisions
regarding the purchase of tokens until you have attentively studied the following risks.

We take very seriously the safekeeping of funds received during the initial offering.
Private keys will be kept in escrow. Despite the measures we have taken, we cannot
guarantee safety from possible robbery by hackers or a DDoS-attack of a vulnerable
website, a smart contract, or the Mphone platform.

tokens holders do not receive the right to participate in the management of ecosystem
actions. All decisions regarding the development of the ecosystem, its integration into
third-party applications, or any other decision in relation to the company will be made
independently and could affect the value of the Mphone. Negative press about the
company or its participants could negatively affect the value of the Mphone.

In certain jurisdictions, the storage and sale of tokens may be subject to taxation. tokens
holders are responsible for abiding by any tax law that might apply to them. that might
apply to them.



At the time of writing, most jurisdictions had no legislation regarding blockchain
technology. The implementation of legislation, as well as any regulatory changes could
negatively affect Mphone and the value of the Mphone tokens.

The actions of regulators could bring about a ban on a blockchain technology, which
forms the basis of Mphone or existentially limit it, halting the functioning of system in a
particular jurisdiction, leading to major changes in Mphone tokens, or stopping it from
functioning entirely.

Personal information about tokens holders, as well as other information saved in
Mphone – personal user data, passwords, wallet addresses, and other such information
– can be revealed to governmental or law enforcement bodies in cases when such
information must be revealed according to law or court decisions.

The development of Mphone could be interrupted, suspended, or terminated for
reasons outside anyone’s control (force majeure). This could include a natural disaster,
war, armed conflict, public disarray, industrial conflicts, epidemics, mass layoffs, strikes
resulting in a decline of productivity, extended shortages or interruptions in the supply of
electricity or telecommunication services, or actions of regulators or governmental bodies
that might be absent at the time of Mphone.

Those risks are not exhaustive and there are other risks that we are currently not able to
predict.



Web - http://mphone

E-mail: support@mphone.com

Twitter:

Telegram:

BitTalk:

Reddit:

Zmaj Jovina 8-10
Belgrade, Serbia

E-mail: contact@m-phone.com

805, 8th Floor, DLF Tower A 
Jasola, Near Delhi – 110025

E-mail: support@m-phone.com

mailto:support@mphone.com
mailto:contact@m-phone.com
mailto:support@m-phone.com

